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Who we are
Transnet is a State Owned Company (SOC), wholly owned by the Government of the Republic of South Africa and is the
custodian of rail, ports and pipelines. We are responsible for enabling the competiveness, growth and development of
the South African economy through delivering reliable freight transport and handling services to satisfy customer
demand
Transnet is made up of Five core Operating Divisions:
• Transnet Freight Rail (TFR)
• Transnet National Ports Authority (TNPA)
• Transnet Port Terminals (TPT)
• Transnet Engineering (TE)
• Transnet Pipelines (TPL)
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Who we are
I belong to Transnet’s Transnet Freight Rail (TFR) division (formerly known as Spoornet) which is a world class
heavy haul freight rail company that specialises in the transportation of freight. TFR maintains an extensive rail network
across South Africa that connects with other rail networks in the sub-Saharan region, with its rail infrastructure
representing about 80% of Africa's total. TFR is also the division that sponsored Transnet’s original MAXIMO
implementation back in 2013.
It is also worth mentioning that Transnet Freight Rail (TFR) shares a very close relationship to Transnet
Engineering (TE) (formally known as Transwerk) which is the engineering division of Transnet SOC Ltd. Based in
South Africa, TE comprises of a group of product focused businesses in manufacturing, upgrade conversion, repair and
maintenance of railway rolling stock, as well as spares and associated transport equipment .
Through its seven well equipped, ISO certified factories and
workforce of 14 500 qualified personnel, Transnet Engineering
extends its railway customer portfolio to Africa and the world.
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So yes,
we are a BIG
deal!!!

So… What does this mean?
It means that TFR is the customer who owns and operates the rolling stock asset, and TE is the
business that maintains and upgrades the asset.
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A brief walk through time
The first railway line in Southern Africa was laid along the Bluff in Durban, capital of Natal, and was not hauled by a
steam locomotive but by oxen.
The Natal Railway Company was formed in 1859, and its line from Point into Durban, barely two miles long, was opened
on 26 June 1860. The first ever steam locomotive in Natal is today standing in the Main building of Durban station.

The real catalyst for the country’s railway and harbour expansion, can be attributed to the discovery of diamonds in
Kimberly in 1867.
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Transnet’s FAS Solution
The standardisation of asset accounting processes and tax reporting are the 2 main benefits of the Fixed
Asset Stabilisation (FAS) implementation.
The purpose of Transnet’s FAS implementation as a group-wide project was to:
• Standardise asset accounting processes to ensure uniform application of rules across all Transnet ODs and
automate these processes, where possible
• Ensure uniform and standardised reporting (Including tax reporting) across
all Transnet ODs and Strategic Support Units (SSUs)
• Ensure compliance to statutory and International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), as well as tax requirements
in terms of income tax legislation
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How MAXIMO sees FAS
From an asset management and plant maintenance perspective, Information Communication Technology (ICT) solutions
such as FAS are aimed at enabling business processes automation and systems integration.
This automation has, in turn, enhanced the operational efficiencies of the processes supported by the solution and this
is in support of Transnet’s digitisation strategy together with the organisation’s efforts to build organisational readiness
and a high-performance culture.

Benefits realised by TFR’s MAXIMO users from FAS solution:
• More transparency regarding the components involved in any given maintenance/upgrade
intervention and their attributes
• More transparency regarding each individual component’s cost in any
given maintenance/upgrade intervention
• Updated equipment hierarchies for enhanced data integrity
• All this with minimal user action
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FAS challenge
The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) is a set of accounting standards developed by an independent,
non-profit organization called the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).
According to the IASB Framework an Asset is a resource controlled by the entity as a result of past events and from
which future economic benefits are expected to flow to the entity.

One of the main challenges experienced when the FAS Rolling Stock solution was being developed was the
inconsistencies in the Equipment hierarchies.
Most had only the main asset with no sub components under it
and as we all know; the physical wagon or locomotive is made up of multiple
sub components or sub assets ,and the valid Serial Numbers of these needed
to be captured in Transnet’s systems in order for the solution to be of any benefit.
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MAXIMO to the rescue
MAXIMO, as the official Rolling Stock Asset Management System to Transnet, had the unique ability to
generate temporary Asset Serial Numbers (Called M or Placeholder Numbers) that could be used until the
true asset serial number could be retrieved from the physical component.
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MAXIMO’s role in Transnet
• In Transnet MAXIMO is integrated with TFR’s and TE’s SAP boxes, among other pre-existing systems,
and serves as a repository for all of our rolling stock assets and rolling stock related information.
• This includes all asset models, asset statuses, plant maintenance order information, etc.
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MAXIMO Models
The process flow below shows how we went from having no Rolling Stock Equipment structures to complete
equipment structures with M Numbers that are being continuously converted to true serial numbers.

Identification and
classification of sub
components/sub assets
per Rolling Stock fleet

The M numbers for all IFRS
assets are then interfaced
to SAP TFR, while both
non-IFRS and IFRS assets
created in MAXIMO are
interfaced to TE SAP
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Creation of MAXIMO
Model (Generic fleet
specific template) for
each fleet

As the Rolling Stock assets come in
for their maintenance and upgrade
programs, the true asset serial
numbers are then captured in TE
SAP and linked to their respective
maintenance orders

Application of newly
created MAXIMO Model
to each individual
locomotive or wagon
belonging to the fleet

On completion of the
maintenance order, the true
serial numbers are
interfaced to SAP TFR and
MAXIMO, and thereby
update the asset hierarchies
on these systems

Once the model has been
applied an M
number/Placeholder
number gets automatically
created in MAXIMO for
each sub component/sub
asset

Example of MAXIMO Model
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MAXIMO asset structure for W17015774
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SAP asset structure for W17015774
Note: Only assets marked as IFRS are interfaced to SAP together with their attributes
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Questions?
________________
Thank you
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